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THE AMNESTY
on Late Registrations and Lapsed Transfers
will be effective from now through December 31, 2012
This is your chance to register an older horse, or transfer one into your name
at exceptional bargain rates.
Applications made during this time, even if the registration is not completed by
Dec. 31/12,
will still be put through at the amnesty rates. Don’t delay.
See the AMNESTY Schedule of Fees on the CRTWH or CLRC websites at

crtwh.ca or clrc.ca or in the February 2012 Walking Horse News.
REGISTRATIONS
This amnesty will apply to all unregistered animals over 1 year of age that are eligible for CRTWH registration but
are not yet registered with CRTWH. (Includes those with U.S. reg’d parents. See the note #2d in the Fee Schedule.)
All horses must parent verify through DNA or Blood Typing before registration is granted.
The cost of such ‘catch-up’ registration under the Amnesty is $50 for members and $80 for non members, no matter
the age of the animal.

TRANSFERS
This amnesty will apply to all animals registered in the Canadian Registry of the Tennessee Walking Horse that have
not been transferred to their current owner within the first month of sale.
The cost of lapsed transfers will be $25 for members and $35 for non-members.
The fee of $25 for members applies to the first transfer for the animal; for each transfer that is missing after that in
the history of the horse the cost will be an additional $10. (For example – no transfer through 2 owners - $25 plus
$10, or $35.00 in all; through 3 owners $25 plus $10 & $10 = $45.00)
The fee of $35 for non-members applies to the first transfer; for each missing transfer after that in the history of the
horse, the cost will be $15.
Marjorie Lacy

THE CLRC TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE NUMBER is 1-877-833-7110
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CRTWH TRIPLE CHALLENGE – 2012 DEADLINE
Training Levels & Program For Excellence
Deadline for entries is October 31/12. If you have video of your CRTWH for either the Bronze, Silver or
Gold (or any two or three of the levels) of the Program For Excellence, OR for one or more of the Training Levels in
The Canadian Triple Challenge, please send it to Dianne Little, 619 Lake Linnet Cres. S.E., Calgary, AB T2J 2J3.
For more info check www.crtwh.ca or email treasurer@crtwh.ca or phone 403-271-7391. The Canadian Triple
Challenge replaced ‘The Canadian’ Futurity. The Program For Excellence gives you the opportunity to have a FOSH
certified judge assess your horse for conformation, movement and temperament for only $30 per level
For info, forms and applications, download from clrc.ca or request by phone from CLRC.

Spruce Meadows MASTERS, Calgary, Alberta September 5 to 9, 2012
Another year at Spruce Meadows is over. Keith Oberle and his two CRTWH horses, Reggie and Sugar,
demonstrated twice a day. As a member of the historic Steele Scouts, Keith in full regalia, mounted and leading a
packhorse, added a lasting impression. Bill Roy traveled from BC to help in the booth and many owners with
questions about their TWH appreciated his advice. Members Jody Rawlyk and Debra Blower traveled from
Lacombe to add smiling faces to the booth and Blane Charles put in a long afternoon stint. Don’t know what we
would do without Leslie Hunchuk and Dennis Little to set up the booth on Labour Day, as this seems to have
become a tradition for at least 15 years. Thanks also to Cicily and Amy Little for being there to pack up. While they
were taking down the booth we were held up in the building at Spruce Meadows grounds for an hour because of a
really bad storm. Thought we’d all end up blowing away!
Without a team effort, CRTWH could not promote the horse. Thank you all for caring and sharing.
Dianne Little
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

NOMINATIONS FOR DIRECTORS coming soon…
In November we will be nominating Alberta and BC directors for 3 year terms, and if the number
of members warrants, in Saskatchewan and Manitoba as well. Leslie’s term for AB is up this year, as is
Bill’s for B.C. Who would you like to represent you? Watch for nomination forms by email or post.

The CRTWH Board of Directors

2012
President: Fran Kerik

780-768-2250

president@crtwh.ca

Vice-President: Eastern: Sue Gamble ON 705-642-3746
Vice-President: Western: Bill Roy, BC 250-838-2066
vice-president@crtwh.ca
Corresponding Secretary: Leslie Hunchuk 403-931-2105
secretary@crtwh.ca
Recording Secretary: Maureen Hummel 250-827-3386
Treasurer: Dianne Little 403-271-7391 treasurer@crtwh.ca
BC
AB

Ralph Livingston

Hilton Hack

250-764-4482

403-826-0308 (New number)

Marjorie Lacy

780-723-2547

*See the MAP LIST (Where Can I Find A Walker…)
on crtwh.ca with live links to members e-mails and websites.

*Our Face book presence is growing!
Don't wait to go to Face Book at www.facebook.com/crtwh and "Like" us,
and become one of the CRTWH Face Book community.

